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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a dynamic user hierarchy mechanism based on arithmetic oding is 
proposed. Through careful design of keys, some conomic keys are obtained. In our scheme, the 
relationship between two users can be easily revealed by evaluating a simple formula to the relative 
key. In addition, whenever a new user is inserted into the user hierarchy system, the corresponding 
keys can be determined quickly without changing the existing keys except for the last existing key. 
Furthermore, the keys proposed by us are drastically reduced from the previous work. (~) 1999 Else- 
vier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The popularity of computer networks and fast progress of computer technologies on a computer 
system have made the tremendous information accessed and shared among the users of the system 
a reality. However, sharing may cause some undesired phenomena such as unauthorized accesses, 
inconsistent status of shared resources, etc. Therefore, in an information environment, how to 
control accesses to the shared resources and/or identify whether a user has enough privilege to 
alter the access right of another user are important issues. To date, many papers [1-16] have 
addressed this problem. 
In a computer information system, the user hierarchy mechanism is always used to represent 
the relationships among users. The information on these relationships can be used to handle the 
requests for changing access attributes. For example, the hierarchy scheme mploys the relation 
of partial ordering, that is, a user at higher level can give him certain access privileges to the 
files of the other user below him in the hierarchy organization. Figure 1 shows a user hierarchy 
structure. In that figure, each user is represented by his ID number. In addition, each branch 
connecting the adjacent users represents the father-son relation between these two users. 
Up to the present, researchers have devoted themselves to finding efficient schemes for imple- 
menting the user hierarchy structures. Many schemes have been proposed such as the ownership 
hierarchy of subjects by Graham et al. [7], the access hierarchy of users by Gudes [8], the access 
control hierarchy by Saltzer et al. [14], the key-key pair mechanism by Wu et al. [15], the user 
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Figure 1. The user hierarchy structure. 
hierarchy mechanism based on the Chinese remainder theorem by Chang [3], the dynamic user 
hierarchy mechanisms by Liaw et al. [11], Chang et al. [5], and Wu et al. [16]. In this paper, 
we propose a dynamic user hierarchy mechanism so that the relationship between any two users 
can be derived by computing a simple formula to their corresponding key. The rest of this paper 
is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the previous work. Section 3 describes a data 
compression scheme based on arithmetic oding. Our dynamic scheme for determining relation- 
ships in information systems is presented in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in 
Section 5. 
2. THE PREVIOUS WORK 
Among the schemes [4,5,7,8,11,14-16] mentioned in the previous section, only the methods 
proposed in [4,5,11,15,16] adopt the implicit methods for their design. They assign each user a 
key/key pair and through a simple mathematical operation, the relationship between the associ- 
ated users is deduced. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a user hierarchy structure with five nodes as shown in Figure 2a. Figure 2b 
shows the matrix representation. 
user i 
1 
1 f0 
2 4 
3 1 
4 2 
5 4 
(a) The user hierarchy structure. 
user j 
2 3 4 5 
2 1 4 2 
005  1 
0 0 4 0 
3 2 0 3 
1 0 5 0 
0: Self 
1: Brother of 
2: Father of 
3: Grandfather of 
4: Son of 
5: Grandson of 
(b) The matrix representation. 
Figure 2. 
It can be seen that the matrix is in essence lower triangular by close inspection of the matrix 
representation. 
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This interpretation is that the relation for user i to user j is the reverse of the relation for user j  
to user i. That is, if h~j, the relationship of user i to user j ,  reveals "father of',  then hj~, the 
relationship of user j to user i, means "son of'. In addition, each element in the main diagonal, 
which represents one's relationship to "oneself', is "self'. Therefore, the lower triangle can be 
used to represent the whole matrix. This lower triangle matrix is called matrix H as shown in 
Figure 3. 
user i 
1 
1 0 
2 4 
3 1 
4 2 
5 4 
user j 
2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 2 0 0 
1 0 5 0 
0: Self 
1: Brother of 
2: Father of 
3: Grandfather of 
4: Son of 
5: Grandson of 
Figure 3. 
By applying the mechanism of [15], we then 
users' keys. Matrix K has the form 
Matrix H. 
construct a key matrix in order to find all the 
K = 
kl l  k12 k13 k14 k15] 
k21 k22 k23 k24 k25 / 
k31 k32 k33 k34 k35 / • 
k41 k42 k43 k44 k45] 
k51 k52 k53 k54 k55J 
It is such that Ki * Kj  = hij, where 1 < j < i < 5, Ki represents the ith row vector of K, and 
• is the inner product computation of GF(7); here 7 is the smallest prime number larger than all 
elements in matrix H and chosen as the module number of the Galois field. Then we reserve ten 
lower triangle variables and randomly assign values to the other 15 elements in matrix K. Thus, 
matrix K becomes 
K = 
F 2 1 0 1 i ]  k21 2 0 0 
] k31 k32 1 0 . 
/k41 k42 k43 1 
Lk~l k52 k53 k54 
equations: And, we obtain all keys by solving the ten 
k21.24 .  2 .14 .0 .0  4 .0 .  
k31 * 2 4, k32 * 1 4. 1 *04 ,0*  
k31 * k21 4- k32 * 2 4- 1 * 0 4- 0* 
k41 * 2 + k42 * 1 + k43 * 0 4, 1 * 
k41 * k21 + k42 * 2 + k43 * 0 4, 1 * 
k41 * k31 4. k42 * k32 4, k43 * 1 4. 1 * 
k51 * 2 + k52 * 1 4, k53 * 0 4. k54 * 
ks1 * k21 4" kS2 * 2 + k53 * 0 4, k54 * 
k51 * k31 4. k52 * k32 4. k53 * 1 + k54 * 
ks1 * k41 + k52 * k42 4" k53 * k43 4, k54 * 
14 .0 .0  = h21 =1,  
14,1.0=h31=0, 
0 4, 1 * 0 = h32 -- 4, 
1 4 .2 .0  = h41 =2,  
04-2*0  = h42 = 2, 
04 .2 .1= h43-- 3, 
1+0.0=h51 =4,  
04 ,0 .0 - -  h52 =0,  
0+0.1  =hs3 =0, 
1 4-0*2  = h54 = 5. 
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After the ten equations are solved in the Galois field GF(7), we obtain 
K = 
200 
2 1 0 . 
4 0 1 
5 3 3 
Therefore, the key vectors of all users are K1 = (2, 1,0, 1,0), /(2 = (1,2,0,0,0), /(3 -- 
(3, 2, 1, 0, 1), K4 = (2, 4, 0, 1, 2), and Ks = (5, 5, 3, 3, 0), respectively. 
Note that, the determinant D of matrix K is not 0. One thing should be noticed is, if D = 0, 
we must reassign the main diagonal and the upper triangle variables in the original matrix K 
and renewedly find the remaining 15 variables until the resulting matrix K is nonsingular. 
If we want to identify whether user 2 has the privilege to access the files constructed by user 1 
or not, we can simply compute the expression/(2 * K1 = (1,2,0,0,0) • (2, 1,0, 1,0) = 4 = h21 
and obtain that user 2 is a son of user 1. On the other hand, if we would like to find the relation 
for user 3 to user 4, we must evaluate the relation for user 4 to user 3 first, and then reverse the 
relation. That is,/(4 * K3 = (2, 4, 0, 1, 2) • (3, 2, 1, 0, 1) -- 2 -- h43 and reverse(2) = 4. 
The most straightforward advantage of this mechanism is its simplicity. The relationship 
between two users can be derived by performing a single multiplication operation on two vectors. 
However, the time complexity for constructing the key vectors is O(n 4) and the required space 
for recording the key vectors in fact exceeds that of the corresponding H-matrix. Besides, when 
a user is inserted into or deleted from the system, all the key vectors must be reconstructed. 
Later, Chang [4] proposed a user hierarchy mechanism based on the Chinese remainder the- 
orem. In a computer protection system of n users, user i possesses a key Ks and a coprime 
integer qs. Hn.n is a predefined matrix H and hsj is the (i, j ) th  element of matrix H. Given a 
finite set S = {ql, q2, . . . ,  qn} of coprime integers for n users, where qj > max{hij}l<s,j_<~, the 
relation for user i to user j is revealed by 
f Ks modqi, if i > j, 
h~j / reverse (Kj mod qi), otherwise. 
The main drawback of Chang's method is that keys grow very rapidly when the total number 
of users becomes large. In addition, this scheme still cannot solve the dynamic insertion/deletion 
problem. 
Recently, Liaw et al. [11] proposed an efficient user hierarchy mechanism based on key pairs. 
Let An.n show the corresponding matrix representation f a user hierarchy structure and As 
represent the ith row vector of A. Besides, let ti, 1 < i < n, be the smallest integer larger than all 
elements in Ai, and aij, 1 _< i , j  < n, represent the relationship of user i to user j .  Furthermore, 
S-1 m-1 let the integer Ki = ~m=l  asmts be the key of user i, such that 
(l 1 reverse modt j  , i f i< j ,  
0, if i = j. 
Chang et al. [5] and Wu et al. [16] also proposed a user hierarchy mechanism based on keys, 
respectively. Although these three schemes can solve the dynamic insertion/deletion problem, 
the drawback of these three schemes are that keys still grow rapidly when the total number of 
users become large. 
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3. A DATA COMPRESSION SCHEME 
BASED ON ARITHMETIC  CODING 
The concept of arithmetic oding is first referenced in [17]. In 1987, Witten et al. [18] use 
arithmetic oding to compress data. In their arithmetic oding scheme, a real number between 0
and 1 is used to represent a message. Before encoding the message, each possible symbol in 
the message is assigned a subinterval of the entire interval [0, 1), where If, r) indices a half- 
open interval between l and r. After processing the first symbol of the message, it narrows the 
range [0, 1) to the corresponding portion allocated to that symbol. Similarly, successive symbols 
in the message continuously narrow the previous range step by step until an ending mark is met. 
After the last symbol has been processed, the associated real number is picked up from the last 
computed range. Reversely, the similar procedure can be executed to reveal the original message. 
For example, suppose the message set is {a,  b, e ,p ,  r} ,  and the corresponding range associated 
with each symbol is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. The symbol range table. 
Symbol Range 
a [0, 0.2) 
b [0.2, 0.4) 
e [0.4, 0.0) 
p [o.6, o.8) 
r [o.8,1.o) 
Now, consider the message "paper" to be encoded under the arithmetic ode technique. Ini- 
tially, the range representing the message is [0, 1). On seeing the first symbol p, the range is 
narrowed to [0.6, 0.8). When the second symbol a, is processed, the new range is reduced to 
the first one-fifth part of the previous range, since a is assigned to the range [0, 0.2). Thus, the 
resulting range becomes [0.6,0.64), since the previous range is 0.2 units wide and one-fifth of 
that is 0.04. In the same way, successive symbols p, e, and r reduce the range to [0.624, 0.632), 
[0.6272, 0.6288), and [0.62848, 0.6288), respectively. Figure 4 shows the encoding process of the 
above example. 
initial p a p e r 
0 .5 0. .624 .5272 0. 2848 
Figure 4. The encoding process of the message "paper". 
Without loss of generality, we do not need to remember the final interval [0.62848, 0.6288) for 
representing the message "paper". Instead, any real number within the range, say 0.6286, is 
sufficient o represent the message. 
Let Rk = Ilk, rk )  be the current range and [l, r) be its neighboring range of the symbol pro- 
cessed most recently. Then, the assigned next range Rk+l = [/k+l,rk+l) can be computed by 
equation (3.1) 
/k+l = lk + l . (rk - lk) , and 
rk+l  = lk + r . ( rk  -- lk)  , (3.1) 
where Ro = [/o, ro) = [0, 1) is the initial range. 
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The encoding process of arithmetic oding has been described. However, how can one decode 
the original message "paper" from the given real number 0.6286? On seeing this real number, we 
can ensure that the first symbol of the message is p since 0.6286 lies between the range [0.6, 0.8). 
Having known that the first symbol is p, the decoder narrows the initial range [0, 1) to [0.6, 0.8). 
By simulating this encoding way, the whole message "paper" can be revealed. 
4. A DYNAMIC  H IERARCHY SCHEME 
In this section, we present a scheme that fulfills the requirement of a user hierarchy protection 
system. Let An.n be the access matrix of a user hierarchy structure (AM for short), where n is 
the number of users, and let Ai denote the ith row vector of A. Suppose that there are ti possible 
privileges 0, 1 , . . . ,  and t i -1  in Ai, then we assign the symbols 0, 1 , . . . ,  and t i -1  to the real values 
O/ti, 1 / t i , . . . ,  and (ti - 1)/ti ,  respectively. In other words, each element aij, the relationship of 
user i to user j,  has the range, [aij/ti, (aij + 1)/ti), with equal ength, 1/ti. Therefore, we encode 
each row Ai, 1 < i < n, to a real number within [0, 1). Described below is a theorem that reveals 
any privilege value aij of An,,~. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let An.n,  Ai be the AM and the ith rOW vector of A, respectively. Besides, let ti, 
1 < i < n, be the smallest integer larger than all elements in Ai, and ao, 1 < i , j  <_ n, represent 
~-1 . (1/ti) m the relationship of user i to user j.  Furthermore, let the real number Ki = ~m=l  aim 
be the key of user i, such as 
a i j  = 
~ mod ti, 
m°d' 0
O, 
i f i  > j ,  
i f i  <j ,  
i f i  = j. 
(4.1) 
PROOF. 
i - I  • ( I / t i )  m, we have CASE 1: i > j .  Since Ki = ~-']~m=1 aim 
+ ai2 (1/ti) 2 +""  + a~i-1 (1/ti) i-1 
(1/ti) j[ (1), 
ail ~ +"'+aij-1 ~ +aij+aij+, +' . .+a, i - , \~]  j 
"- - l+ j - i  [ ailt~ l + . . '+a i j - l t i+a i j+a i j+ l t i  l +" .+a i i - l t i  J 
[B + aij + C J,  
~ . . ÷ l+ j - - i  where B ailt3( -1 +" .  + a i j - l t i ,  and C aij+ltT~ 1 +""  + ai , - l~i  • 
However, 
B = a i l t [  -1 + •. • + a i j - l t i  
= ti (a i l t [ -2  + .. . + ai j_  0 
= ti * R, 
where R is an integer. 
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Furthermore, owing to the fact that ti is the smallest integer larger than a l l  elements in Ai, we 
have ti > aij,  for 1 _< i, j _< n. 
Therefore, 
C = aij+lt~ "1 + ... + aii-lt~ +i-i 
~__ (t  i -- 1)~-1  "4- ' ' ' -~-  (•i -- 1)t~ ÷ j - i  
(1/ti) (1 - (1/ti) i - ' - i )  (4.2) 
-:- (t I -- 1) 
1 - (1/ti) 
= 1 - \ t i ]  " 
Equation (4.2) implies that 0 __G C < 1, for 1 < i , j  < n. 
Therefore, we conclude that 
a i i=  mod ti 
= [B + a~j + CJ mod ti 
= a i j .  
j-1 • (1/tj) m. Similarly, CASE 2: i< j .  Le tK j=~m=la jm 
can be derived. Thus, we can easily obtain that aij = reverse(aji), and this case is handled. 
CASE 3 : i = j .  Each element in the main diagonal, which represents one's relationship to oneself, 
is "self'. Therefore, it is easy to see that this case is trivial and true. | 
In our scheme, if Horner's rule is applied, Ki can be simply rewritten as 
Ui  = Z a im • 
m=l  
(4.3) 
In equation (4.3), there are i - 1 multiplications and i - 1 additions to compute a Ki if 1/ti is 
known previously, where i ~ n. Therefore, the time complexity for evaluating all Ki, 1 < i < n, 
is O(n2). This is more efficient han the previous work [4,15]. But what will happen if one over 
the number of possible privileges, 1/t~, may not be fixed-length divisible and will have truncation 
error? Furthermore, the successive ncoding will come up with a more pronounced truncation 
error. For solving this problem, we expand each ti to ci, where ci = 2 [log2 td  Then Ki is modified 
i -1  by Ki = ~m=l  aim" (1/ci) m and equation (4.1) becomes 
ai j  = 
K~J  mod c~, 
0, 
i f i  > j ,  
i f /  < j ,  
i f /= j .  
(4.4) 
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Besides, in order to increase the ability for solving the dynamic insertion/ deletion problem 
and reduce the growth rate of the keys when the total number of users become larger and larger, 
the square matrix A is mapped to a one-dimensional rray B as follows: 
A = 
B(1) B(2) B(5) B(10) 
B(4) B(3) B(6) B(11) 
B(9) B(8) B(7) B(12) 
B(16) B(15) B(14) B(18) 
• ° ° 
• o • 
Let A( i , j )  be mapped to B(p). We can easily derive the mapping formula p = max(i , j )  2 - 
(max(i, j )  - 1) + (i - j) ,  where max(i, j )  represents he larger value between i and j.  Besides, b is 
the basis of each key and K[m] = O, 0 < m < Ln2/bJ, initially• Furthermore, let t be the smallest 
prime number larger than all elements in the matrix An,n and chosen as the module number of 
the Galois field and c -- 2 Flog2 t]. 
4.1. Algorithm Assignment 
Input: A matrix An.n, b, c 
Output: g[m], 0 <_ m < [n2/bJ 
Step 1: fo rm~- -0to  [n2/bJ do 
g[m]  = 0 
end 
Step2: fo r i c - l tondo  
for j ~ 1 to n do 
p ---- max(i , j )  2 - (max(i, j )  - 1) + (i - j )  
m = [p -  l J/b 
l =p-  mb 
K[m] = K[m] + A( i , j )  • (1/c) 1-1 
end 
end 
The following example illustrates how K[m]'s are assigned by the algorithm proposed above. 
4.2. Example  
Consider a hierarchy structure having four nodes in it, as depicted in Figure 5. 
Without loss of generality, let b = 5, n = 4, t -- 7, and c --- 2 Fl°g2t] = 8. By the algorithm 
proposed above, we can derive the following keys: 
° 
° 
° 
(1), 
+ 1 * + 0 * + 1 * + 2 * ---- 0.1274414062, 
+ 0 * + 0 * + 4 * + 4 * = 0.0087890624, 
+ 5 * + 0 * + 3 * + 2 * = 4.6313476562, 
--2. 
Therefore, we can compute the relationship between user i and user j by employing the algo- 
rithm derivation below. 
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(a) The user hierarchy structure. 
A = 
1( 
2 
3 
4 
1 2 3 4 0: Self 
0 1 2 4 \  1: Brother of 
1 0 0 i )  2: Father of 
4 0 0 3: Grandfather of 
2 2 3 4: Son of 
5: Grandson of 
(b) The matrix representation. 
B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
(c) The one-dimension representation. 
Figure 5. 
4.3. Algorithm Derivation 
Input: i, j, c, b 
Output: The relationship A( i , j )  
Step 1: p = max(i , j )  2 - (max(i , j )  - 1) + (i - j )  
Step2: m= [p - l J /b  
Step3: l = p -  mb 
Step 4: A( i , j )  = [g[ml J / ( (1/c)  z- ' )  modc 
If we want to identify whether user 4 has the privilege to access the files constructed by user 3 
or not, the corresponding access control privilege is computed as 
p = max(i,:~) 2 - (max(i, j)  - 1) + (i - j)  = 16 - 3 + 1 = 14, 
m = - 1 ]  = [14  - l j  = 2 ,  
b 5 
l =p-mb]= 14-2 .5  = 4, 
[4.6313476562J A(4,3) = [K[m]J modc= [K[2]J mod8 = mod8 = 3. 
(1/c) 1-1 (1/8) 4-1 (1/8) 3 
Thus, we obtained that user[4 is the grandfather of user 3, which is correct. 
Now, a new user is insertec~ t O the system, say user 5. Figure 6a shows this condition. Figure 6b 
shows the corresponding matrix representation f Figure 6a. 
In our scheme, whenever ~new user is inserted into the system, the corresponding keys will be 
determined immediately without changing more than one previously defined key. According to 
the algorithm Assignment, he last previously defined key K[3] and a new key K[4] are computed 
as follows: 
K[3] = 2 * + 4* 
K[4] = 0 * + 5 * 
(1)3 
+0.  +1.  +3*  
+I*  +O* +4* 
4 
= 2.5026855468, 
4 
= 0.6416015624. 
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(a) The user hierarchy structure. 
user i 
user j 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 0 0 4 
3 0 0 5 
4 2 3 0 
5 0 1 5 
0: Self 
1: Brother of 
2: Father of 
3: Grandfather of 
4: Son of 
5: Grandson of 
(b) The matrix representation. 
Figure 6. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A dynamic user hierarchy mechanism based on keys is proposed in this paper. In our scheme, we 
can easily reveal the relationship between two users by evaluating a simple formula. In addition, 
in our scheme, a new user can be easily added to the system without reconstructing all terms of 
the existing key values except he last existing key. And, the generation of a new key value is 
simple and quick, while in the user hierarchy schemes proposed previously, this inserting problem 
is difficult and will face serious modification. However, the keys generated by our scheme still 
become larger. How could their size be reduced? This problem is open for investigation. 
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